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70 sing-along songs. The fun way to read and learn God&apos;s Word for life! The Word & Song

Children&apos;s Bible makes Scripture come to life in a fun and memorable way.
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My daughter is four and has had this book since she was about 10 months to a year-old. I have

played it for her when she goes down for a nap and at bedtime over the years and now play them

for she and my son in the van on our travels around town.Even though she was too young to fully

comprehend all that is on there, she REMEMBERS what she has heard and has repeated things

back to me and asked questions.I am now teaching her memory verses and she knows eight so far,

one of them being John 3:16, which is pretty long for a little girl. My son is learning them as well,

and knows one so far (he's two).I highly recommend this book and the tapes/cd's that go along with

it. In fact, we originally recevied this as a gift with the cassettes. We wore the cassettes out and I

was fortunate to be able to get just the cd's online without having to buy a second book.Adults could

become a little annoyed at the voices used for the animation, but as the Lutheran mother above

wrote, her daughter loves it. Kids are attentive to dramatic voices and would likely just ignore

someone reading in a manner that would please the Lutheran mother's ears :oIt's a wonderful book

for Christian parents who want to teach their children about the Bible. Everything in there is

scripture, so no matter what denomination, if you believe the Bible is the infallable Word of God, this

book is for you.



This is a great book and CD combo. The book is beautifully put together, with stories from the Bible

and Bible-songs, starting in Genesis and ending in Revelation. The book contains sheet music, so

you could even play the songs on the piano or another musical instrument if you wanted to. Put in

the CD and let your child read along in the book or follow along in the book when learning the

songs. A great idea and a great gift!

We bought this Bible for our son when he was 18 months old and he immediately loved it. The

version we bought came with the cassette tapes, and he really enjoyed listening to the stories and

songs in the car. Unfortunately, he practically destroyed the pages of the Bible at that age, and it's

now all taped together.We later bought a new Bible & CD set (since our newer vehicle doesn't have

a cassette player) but have kept the old one as well. Our younger son now enjoys looking at the old

Bible and the older son looks at the newer Bible (since he can now take better care of it). He also

takes it to church with him.I am not too crazy about some of the songs on the CDs...some of them

are fine, but others are "fluff" and rather silly-sounding. I realize that this may appeal to children, but

I would prefer to have more sound, reverent music accompanying the Bible stories. We are teaching

our kids hymns, too, so no harm done, I suppose. So that's the reason for 4 stars rather than 5

stars.At any rate, I still highly recommend this Bible & CD set. From listening to the 4th CD almost

daily, I discovered that my son (4yo) was able to recite, with little prompting, the first 8 pages of the

New Testament! Very exciting for us!Definitely recommended.

Our kids (aged 4 and 2) loved this so much, we just had to buy it for friends.My only advice is to

make a copy - the kids inevitably scratch it as they enthusiastically swap the CD's.It gives them a

superb overview of the Bible.

I've tried several children's Bibles, and this is the only one I am satisfied with. We have bought

several copies for ourselves (we have enjoyed several copies to pieces) as well as for others! :) It

summarizes every book of the Bible! You may also purchase CDs that narrate this Bible, but they do

not come with the Bible.

This was well-loved by my children. Some of the reviewers said it didn't come with the CDs. Well,

you have to order the product that says "Audio CD" to get the book and CD. If you buy the Bible

only, that is what you get. You must research your product before you buy it, so that you will



purchase the correct item. Notice that the item with the CDs was more expensive that the Bible sold

alone. Of course, this applies to everything we buy, not just this item. I hate to see a book get a bad

rap due to buyer's mistakes, not the author's.

I bought the CD set, then found the book. it is very well written, keeps kids interest CD after CD, and

teach them a whole lot about God's word and the bible stories. my 4 yo can tell the stories to her

friends and all the stuff she said amazed her teachers. I think it's because the way the stories were

told captivated her attention and explained it in a way she could grasp and identify with. My 9 yo

would just sit and read it to get to the stories faster. Can't recommend this more!

Fantastic price and beautiful book with great stories for children. My grandchildren and I use this for

our devotiions. The songs are a wonderful addition. There are some that stick with us always.

Thanks for this great blessing.
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